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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MARKET SIZE 2021 TO 2030
(US BILLION)

119.7 USD Billion
2022

599.1 USD Billion
2027
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Industrial Transformation and Artificial Intelligence Integration: Today, industries are turning to
artificial intelligence to increase efficiency and gain a competitive advantage. Our project aims
to use blockchain technology, which enables secure data sharing among industries, in an
integrated manner with artificial intelligence. This represents a significant transformation in the
digitalization and automation processes of industries.

Data Security and Transparency: Our project supports artificial intelligence applications
with the transparency and security advantages provided by blockchain. In response to
the increasing demand in the market, particularly in sectors such as finance, health, and
logistics, it addresses the need for a solution focused on data security and transparency.

Global Growth and Innovation: The combination of artificial intelligence and blockchain
technologies triggers innovation on a global scale, enabling the emergence of new business
models. Our project offers a unique solution that assesses the growth potential in the global
market, enabling companies and industries to gain a competitive advantage.
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Web 3

What is Xensei?
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Web 2

Credit Score



What Xensei Offers? 
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Wallet Analysis

Automating the process of analyzing and tracking
crypto wallets, freeing users time to focus on other
important tasks.

Data Visualization
Graphing this information and presenting it in a
clear and easy-to-understand format using charts
and posters

Better Investment Decisions

With access to comprehensive market trends and
wallet analysis, users can make more informed
investment decisions.

Improved Accuracy

The use of AI technology ensures that the analysis
provided is accurate and reliable.



Login Screen
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app.xensei.ai

Xensei is committed to providing
comprehensive wallet analysis. However,

it's important to note that wallet analysis in
centralized exchanges (CEXs) depends on

the willingness of the exchanges to provide
the necessary API access. If CEXs

cooperate, users will gain access to valuable
insights for their exchange wallets.

Joining Xensei is possible through two
avenues: either by acquiring an NFT ticket

or by paying a nominal fee for each
analysis. NFT ticket holders gain

unrestricted access to analyses, while
those without NFT tickets pay a modest

fee for each analysis.

 Users can log in to the app by either
creating a profile or linking their

cryptocurrency wallet.



Overview Screen
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app.xensei.ai

Statistics serve to simplify intricate data,
making it accessible and understandable.

Within Xensei, users can access investment
graphs alongside categories such as Total

Balance, Total Number of Transactions,
Total Category, and Active Investment.

The Xensei Score is powered by AI and
evaluates factors like wallet potential, trading

habits, and transactions to generate a
personalized score for each user. This valuable
score helps users optimize their strategies and

assists businesses in enhancing customer
performance. It combines AI and blockchain

tech for personalized trading
recommendations.

Total entry is used to make strategic
decisions, conduct economic analysis or

evaluate investment opportunities.

Xensei Score



Discover Screen
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app.xensei.ai

The Recommended section displays tokens with
characteristics similar to your current holdings.
Our system employs deep learning powered by
artificial intelligence. It continuously processes
incoming data, expanding its knowledge base.

As a result, it suggests tokens with similar
potential and higher profits, providing more

accurate recommendations with a growing user
pool. Our AI self-improves throughout this

process.

Xensei is a AI project that moves the credit
scoring system from Web 2.0 to Web 3.0,
revolutionizing credit evaluation for the

future.

Bitcoin Fear and Greed Index is an index
that measures the emotional state of
cryptocurrency markets. This index is

often used to measure when investors in a
market are fearful or overly greedy.



Share Screen
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Revenue Model

10.000
users 

 $10.000  
monthly

 20 firms  $100.000  
monthly

Access to user data through
the panel.

First Year
B2C B2B

Sponsorship
Advertising

 $30.000  
yearly

Web3
Advertisin API

 $50.000  
yearly

The expected total revenue amount: $1.400.000

NFT Ticket Sale 
(50$ per ticket)

 Fee Per Analysis (1$)

In the "recommendations" section,
sponsored advertisement revenue.

API(example: API for personalized
advertisements for Metaverse)

The revenue from the new
developments (like premium NFT

that enables more detailed analysis)

 Other services

50.000
users 

 $50.000  
monthly

 60 firms  $300.000  
monthly

NFT Ticket Sale 
(50$ per ticket)

Access to user data through
the panel.

Second Year
B2C B2B

Sponsorship
Advertising

 $90.000  
yearly

Web3
Advertisin API

 $150.000  
yearly

The expected total revenue amount: $4.440.000

 Fee Per Analysis (1$)

In the "recommendations" section,
sponsored advertisement revenue.

API(example: API for personalized
advertisements for Metaverse)

The revenue from the new
developments (like premium NFT

that enables more detailed analysis)

 Other services

Note: The figures represent estimated revenue targets. Xensei does not make any firm commitments.
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Cex API
Integrations

03

01

WHAT SERVICES 
WILL XENSEI
PROVIDE IN 

B2B?

Launchpad
API

Integrations

Personalized
Ad API

Integrations
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B2B

Note: The B2B side is planned over an approximate 48-month period. Xensei does not make any firm
commitments.



Allocation Percent Total Notes

Option 1 6.00% 6.000.000
Lock-up Period: 6 Months / Installment Distribution: 6
equal monthly payments

Option 2 7.00% 7.000.000
TGE: 20%
Installment Distribution: 4 equal monthly payments

Option 3 4.00% 4.000.000 TGE: 100%

Development 10% 10.000.000
Lock-up Period: 6 Months / Installment Distribution:
44 equal monthly payments

Marketing - 1 5% 5.000.000
TGE: 50%
Installment Distribution: 2 equal monthly payments

Marketing - 2 20% 20.000.000 Installment Distribution: 36 equal monthly payments

Liquidity 16% 16.000.000
TGE: 12%
Lock-up Period: 12 Months / Installment Distribution:
36 equal monthly payments

Team 10% 10.000.000
Lock-up Period: 12 Months / Installment Distribution:
24 equal monthly payments

Advisor 2% 2.000.000
Lock-up Period: 12 Months / Installment Distribution:
24 equal monthly payments

Ecosystem and Treasury 20% 20.000.000
TGE%5
Lock-up Period: 12 Months / Installment Distribution:
36 equal monthly payments

Marketing - 2
20.00%

Ecosystem and Treasury
20.00%

Liquidity
16.00%

Development
10.00%

Team
10.00%

Option 2
7.00%

Option 1
6.00%

Marketing - 1
5.00%

Option 3
4.00%

Advisory
2.00%
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Tokenomics

Every three months, the revenues generated by Xensei will be used to buy back tokens from the market, and the
acquired tokens will be sent to a burn wallet.

50% of the proceeds from NFT sales will be used for buyback and will be sent to the burn wallet.

In the Xensei application, users will be able to utilize the service with more favorable transaction fees using #XSEI
tokens.

TOKEN SUPPORT 
POLICY

Note: The tokens specified in the ecosystem and treasury can be used/sold without notice under the necessary conditions determined by the
company.

TOKEN UTILITY 
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Roadmap

Research and development of AI algorithms for
blockchain analysis.

Development of data collection and analysis tools.

Testing and refining the algorithms and tools.

B2B MVP (Minimum Viable Product) Application
Launch

Initial testing with a limited group of companies.

Development of advanced features such as data
visualization and statistical analysis.

Integration of machine learning for more accurate
analysis and predictions.

Continuous testing and improvement of the
product.

Creation of marketing strategies for the
application and expansion of the user base.

Marketing and Advertising.

IEO

Publish the Full-APP

LISTING CEX

Integration and B2B Applications.

Development of APIs and adaptation for
integration with B2B customers.

Adaptation for businesses to analyze their
customers' wallets and offer customized solutions.

Creation of marketing strategies and expansion of
user base for the application.

2025
Q1

2024
Q4

2024
Q3

2024
Q2

2024
Q1
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Partners

Rap�d Cha�n
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Social Media

Twitter Interaction
We've Surpassed 500 Retweets and
Favorites on Twitter!

Twitter Followers
We've Grown Our Twitter Followers
Organically to 21K!

User
In Just 1 Month, We've Reached 500
Users Solely from the Whitelist!

Telegram
We Have a Thriving Telegram
Community with 3K Members!

Months of Xensei:
Social Media Engagements
and Insights



Thank You!

Produced by

Dont foget to follow our journey!

https://www.xensei.ai
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https://www.xensei.ai/
https://twitter.com/Xenseiai
https://www.instagram.com/xenseiai/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeJ9Y_9WFKNZi5UxXHNwPig
https://www.linkedin.com/company/xensei/
https://t.me/XenseiAI


Th�s document conta�ns general �nformat�on about the Xense� platform and the serv�ces �t offers.
Xense� �s a project that a�ms for secure data shar�ng across �ndustr�es by us�ng blockcha�n
technology and art�f�c�al �ntell�gence �ntegrat�on. However, the �nformat�on presented �n th�s
wh�tepaper should not be cons�dered as �nvestment adv�ce.

Investors are adv�sed to conduct the�r own research and seek �ndependent f�nanc�al or legal adv�ce �f
necessary before mak�ng dec�s�ons regard�ng Xense� tokens or any cryptocurrency. The crypto
markets can be h�ghly volat�le, and a port�on or all of the �nvested cap�tal may be lost. The Xense�
project does not prov�de any guarantees regard�ng the future value or performance of �ts tokens.

The Xense� team and �ts management take great care �n ensur�ng the accuracy and t�mel�ness of the
�nformat�on �n th�s wh�tepaper; however, changes �n market cond�t�ons or the project's development
process may requ�re updates to th�s �nformat�on over t�me. Xense� reserves the r�ght to change the
�nformat�on �n th�s document at any t�me w�thout pr�or not�ce.

The v�ews and pred�ct�ons expressed �n th�s wh�tepaper are based on expectat�ons val�d for a spec�f�c
t�me frame and carry the r�sk of not mater�al�z�ng. Therefore, Xense� cannot be held respons�ble for
the outcomes of any �nvestments made based on the �nformat�on presented �n th�s document.

Xense� tokens are not subject to the secur�t�es and cap�tal market regulat�ons of any country.
However, �nvestors should carefully exam�ne the legal requ�rements �n the�r own countr�es before
purchas�ng Xense� tokens.

Any legal l�ab�l�ty or compensat�on cla�m should be made to Xense�'s reg�stered bus�ness address
and accord�ng to appl�cable law.

In conclus�on, th�s legal d�scla�mer should be cons�dered as a general gu�de regard�ng the Xense�
platform and �ts tokens. It �s strongly recommended that �nvestors conduct a comprehens�ve
evaluat�on before mak�ng any dec�s�ons.

Legal
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